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PurposePurpose

This seminar is intended for military staff 
officers, policy analysts and defense industry 

professionals who are charged with assessing
the validity of future concepts, critiquing

proposed Information Age operations and 
recommending the best choices among long-

range strategic investment alternatives  
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At the end of this seminar, the participant will be able to …At the end of this seminar, the participant will be able to …

• Discuss the comprehensive framework for 
understanding Information Age Warfare

• Use the framework to demystify the topics 
and create an individual guide to 
independent research

• Develop an ability to confidently confirm 
or de-bunk visions of future warfare
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and create an individual guide to 
independent research

• Develop an ability to confidently confirm 
or de-bunk visions of future warfare

Many future concepts are not grounded in theory or factMany future concepts are not grounded in theory or fact
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• Learn about the structure of things
– Early biologists, early Darwinists

• Discover opportunity
– And review some relevant research

• Explore limitations
– And how to find them
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• “HBR Evangelism”
• More than 11 years of research

– Hundreds of books, articles and papers
– Hundreds of workshops and meetings
– Newport Center for Information Age Warfare
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representation of all this effort
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representation of all this effort

As we shall see, scale is an extremely important
property of Information Age systems

As we shall see, scale is an extremely important
property of Information Age systems
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“What matters in mathematics, and to a 
great extent in physical science, is not 
the intrinsic nature of our terms, but the 
logical nature of their interrelations...  
What is revealed by a map is what we 
call the ‘structure’ of the relation.”

Bertrand Russell
Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, 1919
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Bertrand Russell
Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, 1919

A great deal of what we discuss in the seminar
will be about the structure of systems

A great deal of what we discuss in the seminar
will be about the structure of systems
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“Newtonian” or “Linear” Framework“Newtonian” or “Linear” Framework

• Proportionality
– Changes in inputs lead to predictable, 

controllable changes in outputs

• Additivity
– Whole = Part1 + Part2 + Part3 …
– Reductionism

• Replication
– Independent trials of the same experiment 

should come out with the same results

• Causality
– “regularity” and ceteris paribus
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– Reductionism
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• Causality
– “regularity” and ceteris paribus

This framework is insufficient for describing information-rich
processes.  New frameworks are emerging. 

This framework is insufficient for describing information-rich
processes.  New frameworks are emerging. 
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• Military professionals tend to see systems in 

terms of their physical manifestations
– The information and cognitive “topologies” are 

understood insofar as they can be mapped to 
physical structure

– Innovation in the Information Age is about new 
mappings for all structures

– The real power of networked processes is derived 
from the indirect linkages, not the direct linkages.  
This fact is obscured by our preoccupation with 
the physical world.
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– Innovation in the Information Age is about new 
mappings for all structures

– The real power of networked processes is derived 
from the indirect linkages, not the direct linkages.  
This fact is obscured by our preoccupation with 
the physical world.

Information and cognitive topologies are the most difficult
to understand.  New frameworks are emerging.

Information and cognitive topologies are the most difficult
to understand.  New frameworks are emerging.
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• Information Age Warfare
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• Practical First Steps
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• First Order Change (of several orders of 
magnitude)
– Information technology and computer networks

• Second Order to Nth Order Changes
– Physical dispersion
– Distributed information
– Decentralized Cognition 
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Where Changes
are Proposed

• Fully integrated, long range precision fires that hit key nodes to 
catastrophically destroy an adversary’s means and will to fight

• Ubiquitous sensor platforms that cover the battlespace with near-
continuous surveillance and provide locating data on nearly all 
militarily important objects

• An advanced sensor fusion system that manufactures a coherent 
picture of enemy location, movement and intent.  

• Decision engines that game all possible moves, providing course 
of action guidance to all levels of command

• Advanced control systems that make maintenance, employment 
and assignment of assets transparent to commanders

• A “plug-and-play” information backplane with reach-back, 
intelligent agents and “smart-push” technology.

• Extensive use of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS), 
nanotechnologies, biomemetic and robotic technologies
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• Seamless connections to higher-level joint theater and open national 
sensor architectures with data mining

• Flexible payloads and modularity to enable rapid reconfiguration
• Dynamically optimized sensors, communications, and weapons 

systems  
• Local processing and sensor management
• Battlespace awareness composed from the bottom up 
• Advanced optimization and scheduling techniques  
• A tiered mix of heterogeneous of sea, air, land and space sensor

capabilities
• Multiple paths available for data transmission, including different 

spectra 
• “Change data” v. regularly refreshing all information  
• Identical processing at each node to ensure consistent conclusions 
• Very large numbers of low cost sensors
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• Technological innovation is only a small part of 
the change
– “Rarified Industrial Age Processes”
– Might be approaching regimes of decreasing returns

• Process change can be extraordinary
– Information-Rich Processes

• Creating an explosion of “complexity”
• IT networks were the first manifestation
• Physical, Information and Cognitive networks not yet fully 

appreciated
– Near-term potential exists for increasing returns

• Indirect v. direct linkages

• The “Curse of Dimensionality”
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What Hasn’t Changed?What Hasn’t Changed?

• Industrial and Agricultural Age Warfare 
methods continue to exist in the 
Information Age
– and are viable options, even for us

• Most of warfare will be about interactions 
of atoms and bits, not just bits

• Warfare will still be difficult to measure, 
understand, and conduct
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• Warfare will still be difficult to measure, 
understand, and conduct
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Physical Domain

platforms, fuel,
weapons, etc.

IT Domain

computers, bandwidth,
packets, etc.

Pentagon Acquisition DISA

J6, et al. 

IW/IO

Early NCW Concepts
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computers, bandwidth,
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Pentagon Acquisition DISA

J6, et al. 

IW/IO

Early NCW Concepts

One Answer: With a more sophisticated view of networksOne Answer: With a more sophisticated view of networks
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Simplistic Network ModelSimplistic Network Model

Metcalf’s Law: The Power of a Network is Equal
to the Square of the Number of Nodes

Trivializes the complexity of interactionsTrivializes the complexity of interactions
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New Networked Structures are Being 
Developed for Other Contexts

New Networked Structures are Being 
Developed for Other Contexts

Small World
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Maximally
Connected

Minimally 
Connected 

… But almost no one is explicitly researching the military context… But almost no one is explicitly researching the military context
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From Lewandowski & Cares, 2002
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Q: How Do We Develop a 
Deeper Understanding?
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computers, bandwidth,
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Pentagon Acquisition DISA

J6, et al. 

IW/IO

Early NCW Concepts

Another Answer: By recognizing the importance of other domainsAnother Answer: By recognizing the importance of other domains
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The Modeling RelationThe Modeling Relation

Cognitive Domain
Cognitive Domain

(Adapted from Rosen, Anticipatory Systems, 1985, pp. 45-220)

Physical
System

Formal
Axiomatic

System
Causality Implication

Encoding

Decoding

Physical Domain

Information Domain
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Cognitive

understanding,
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perspective,etc.

Most Folks are looking only 
here for NCW/RMA Solutions

Military Operations are Difficult 
because of these Domains 
The payoff from the Transformation

will be found here 

PhysicalPhysical InformationInformation CognitiveCognitive
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Simplistic Physical Model
Information Age Warfare

Simplistic Physical Model
Information Age Warfare

Information Backplane

Targets

Sensor Grid

Weapons Grid

Trivializes space, time, tactics, etc. … that is: arrangementsTrivializes space, time, tactics, etc. … that is: arrangements
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is much more Complex

Information Age Battlespace 
is much more Complex

• Even in “simple” scenarios
– 3 attackers with 4 projectiles each
– 1 defender, active defense

• 12 projectiles each have 4 different outcomes
• Total possible outcomes: 412 = ~17 Million

– Not all equally likely
– But that is part of the problem: which of the more 

likely ones will occur
• Combat Entropy: E = k log P (in “quits”)

– Analog to Shannon Entropy
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– 1 defender, active defense
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• Total possible outcomes: 412 = ~17 Million

– Not all equally likely
– But that is part of the problem: which of the more 

likely ones will occur
• Combat Entropy: E = k log P (in “quits”)

– Analog to Shannon Entropy

Intent, C2, Surprise, etc., all can confound 
physical interactions in warfare
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The Generic Warfare 
Network 

The Generic Warfare 
Network 

SS

TT

DD

II

44 dimensions in its simplest, complete form44 dimensions in its simplest, complete form
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Simplistic Information Model
Information Age Warfare

Simplistic Information Model
Information Age Warfare

Data

Information

Knowledge

Understanding

Wisdom

Trivializes the complexity of informationTrivializes the complexity of information
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Problems of ScaleProblems of Scale

Particular
Description

In all but abstract cases, there is no such thing as complete information.  
Boundaries (levels of resolution) must be established, 

and even then there are no guarantees
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In Most Military Cases...In Most Military Cases...

• Information is incomplete, erroneous, 
ambiguous, incommensurate, costly or 
time-late

• “Distribution” keeps changing
– Must keep track of all possible pasts and all 

probable futures
• Matching Tests perform differently for 

different problems
• Frozen “accidents” confound the problem
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Complexity of InformationComplexity of Information

Complexity (ε, d, f(x)) ∝ Cost (d)
1
ε

d

For accuracy of 10-4 in three dimensions (d = 3), 
and a cost of one “flop” per operation, the upper 
bound of the  cost is 1012 flops.  A one gigaflop 
computer will take 100 sec for each calculation.

Traub, Information Based Complexity



“Probably” English“Probably” English
• Zero-order (symbols independent and equiprobable)

– XFOML RXKHRJFFJUJ ZLPWCFWKCYJ FFJEYVKCQSGHYD QPAAMKBZAACIBZLHJQD

• First-order (symbols independent but with frequencies of English text)
– OCRO HLI RGWR NMIELWIS EU LL NBNESEBYA TH EEI ALHENHTTPA OOBTTVANA-

HBRL

• Second-order approximation (digram structure as in English)
– ON IE ANTSOUTINYS ARE T INCTORE ST BE S DEAMY ACHIN D ILONASIVE TUCOOWE 

AT TEASONARE FUSO TIZIN ANDY TOBE SEACE CTISBE

• Third-order approximation (trigram structure as in English)
– IN NO IST LAT WHEY CRATICT FROURE BIRS GROCID PONDENOME OF DEMONSTURES 

OF THE REPTAGIN IS REGOACTIONA OF CRE

• First-order word approximation 
– REPRESENTING AND SPEEDILY IS AN GOOD APT OR COME CAN DIFFERENT NATURAL 

HERE HE THE A IN CAME THE TOOF TO EXPERT GRAY COME TO FURNISHES THE LINE 
MESSAGE HAD BE THESE

• Second-order word approximation. The word transition probabilities 
are correct but no further structure is included

– THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH WRITER THAT THE CHARACTER 
OF THIS POINT IS THEREFORE ANOTHER METHOD FOR THE LETTERS THAT THE TIME 
OF WHO EVER TOLD THE PROBLEM FOR AN UNEXPECTED
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Shannon, 1948, p. 7
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• Formal Axiomatic Systems (Gödel)
– Never know if you have all axioms
– Proof has boundaries (but truth does not)
– Similar to the “halting problem”

• Implications for automated C4ISR systems

• “No Free Lunch” Theorem (NFL)
– Solutions to information processing 

problems are highly context-sensitive
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– What you gain with a good process in 

one context you lose in other, dissimilar 
contexts

– Military operations are made up of a 
host of different, dissimilar contexts
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Multi-scale Representations are useful “in the middle”Multi-scale Representations are useful “in the middle”
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Multi-scale RepresentationsMulti-scale Representations

• Many Applications to C2 Problems
– Multi-scale Behaviors

• Are we observing at the appropriate scale?

– Multi-scale Descriptions
• Can we describe behaviors at they occur?

– Multi-scale Decision Processes
• Are we competing at the right scale?

– Multi-scale Actions
• Can we interact at an appropriate scale?

• Many Applications to C2 Problems
– Multi-scale Behaviors

• Are we observing at the appropriate scale?

– Multi-scale Descriptions
• Can we describe behaviors at they occur?

– Multi-scale Decision Processes
• Are we competing at the right scale?

– Multi-scale Actions
• Can we interact at an appropriate scale?

Problem exists for Blue, Red and NeutralProblem exists for Blue, Red and Neutral

Highlights the Challenges in deriving intent from physical manifestations Highlights the Challenges in deriving intent from physical manifestations 
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Simplistic Cognitive Model
Information Age Warfare

Simplistic Cognitive Model
Information Age Warfare

From Boyd, A Discourse…

Trivializes the complexity of collective cognitionTrivializes the complexity of collective cognition
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Cognitive DomainCognitive Domain

• The interaction of humans (and simulated 
humans) with the other domains

• An understanding of military importance of:
• How the brain and the mind work
• How to exploit cognitive advantage, shape wills and 

induce behavior, influence belief and reason
• Limits to which cognition contributes to warfare 

processes

• Particularly problematic are questions of 
collective, shared or contaminated cognition
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The mind likes to use reflection, insight, imagination 
or inspiration … too much! 

• Our visual system, for example, may be “wired” to fill in the gaps of 
incomplete pictures
• The mind can opt for ambiguity rather than error and “correlate”
information into an unlikely outcome
• Emotion appears necessary for good judgement, but may also 
impair a decision-maker
• The “Arrow of Time” for information in the mind is “strongly 
forward” (crossword puzzles)
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The human senses take input at about 10 million bits/sec.
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#1 #2 #3

1st Choice A > B B > C C > A

2nd Choice B > C C > A A > B

3rd Choice A > C B > A C > B

Majority prefer A > B  and  B > C, therefore majority    
prefer A > C … but majority prefer C > A
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Ace (Goat) Factor: Consistent across 
time, scale, technology and warfare areas

Ace (Goat) Factor: Consistent across 
time, scale, technology and warfare areas

Similar distributions are observed for purely cognitive tasksSimilar distributions are observed for purely cognitive tasks

From Bolmarchic, Who Shoots How Many?
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• Can we change the distribution? 
– Effects of networking
– Can we improve training and selection methods and 

get more heroes?
– Ruth-McGuire Thesis

• All become equally proficient, outstanding performers are 
increasingly rare 

• Upper limit
• Distributed Goats

• Can we match proficiencies?
– Heroic sensors and heroic shooters

• Will we dilute heroes and dishearten 
“goats”?
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ChallengesChallenges

• Information rich processes have robust 
Physical, Informational and Cognitive 
manifestations

• The “mapping” between all three is not well 
understood

• Informational and cognitive interactions 
continually create novel (often adaptive) 
manifestations 
– Yet we remain preoccupied with the physical 

manifestations
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• Mechanical
– Hundreds of Thousands of recombinant platforms, 

each with organic communications and 
computation

• Spatial
– Forces spread out over battlespace of over 4 

million nm3 under harsh environmental conditions
• Kinematic

– Speeds from kts to Mach 9, including ultrahigh g
• Dynamic

– Mechanical, spatial and kinematic interactions 
through all media (air, sea, ground, space)
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• Multi-level Security
– Protection, special information, coalition 

issues
• Multi-scale Processing

– Central v. remote processing
– Inconsistent levels of aggregation

• Multi-scale Information Manipulation
– Fusion
– Multi-scale representations
– Data base self-dissimilarities
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• Individual
– Human-machine-information interface
– Human-centric variations in information 

requirements
• Collective

– Group behavior v. information/communications 
requirements

• Co-evolutionary Competition
– Identification of advantage in networked 

competition
– Comparative v. competitive advantage
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• What has (and hasn’t) Changed
• Information Age Warfare
• New Sciences
• Practical First Steps
• Pretty Good Rules
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“New” Sciences“New” Sciences

• A synthesis movement in academia, coupled 
with advances in computing power, that 
encourages exploration of phenomena 
previously impenetrable by classical analytic 
methods is:
– changing the understanding of mature disciplines
– giving rise to new ones

• A synthesis movement in academia, coupled 
with advances in computing power, that 
encourages exploration of phenomena 
previously impenetrable by classical analytic 
methods is:
– changing the understanding of mature disciplines
– giving rise to new ones

Many of the new ideas that are emerging from
“new” science research trace their origins to classic science

Many of the new ideas that are emerging from
“new” science research trace their origins to classic science
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• “Large” Number of Elements
– Diversity, spatial location, environment

• Interdependent Connections
– Non-reductionist, decentralized interactions

• “Rich” Information Content
– Description, scale, interchange 
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• Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
• Economic Interactions/Game Theory
• Small World Networks/Heterarchy
• Physics of Information/Multi-scale representations
• Information Based Complexity/Shannon/Chaitin
• NKJ Fitness Landscapes/Genetics/Co-evolution
• Cellular Automata/Artificial Life
• Scaling Laws/Fossil Record Research
• Pathogenic/Computer Viruses
• Simulated Annealing/Genetic Algorithms/“Ant-algorithms” 

(Search Theory)
• Sociology/Anthropology/Primate Research

• Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
• Economic Interactions/Game Theory
• Small World Networks/Heterarchy
• Physics of Information/Multi-scale representations
• Information Based Complexity/Shannon/Chaitin
• NKJ Fitness Landscapes/Genetics/Co-evolution
• Cellular Automata/Artificial Life
• Scaling Laws/Fossil Record Research
• Pathogenic/Computer Viruses
• Simulated Annealing/Genetic Algorithms/“Ant-algorithms” 

(Search Theory)
• Sociology/Anthropology/Primate Research

There is no single, accepted “Complexity Theory”There is no single, accepted “Complexity Theory”
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Q:  “What do I know about “new” sciences 
and complex systems research”?

A:  A great many of the previous slides 
convey ideas and raise problems that are 
main areas of activity in complex systems 
research.
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MathematicsModelsMetaphors

This progression is still incomplete for all three “M”sThis progression is still incomplete for all three “M”s



MetaphorsMetaphors
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• Complex Adaptive Systems
– John Holland

• Tags, Flows, Aggregation, Non-linearity, Diversity, Rule 
Sets, Building Blocks

– Murray Gell-Mann
• Experience, regularity, schema, feedback

• Swarming behaviors: “Building a Beehive,”  
“Look to the Ant,” etc.

• Nascent military operational concepts

• Complex Adaptive Systems
– John Holland

• Tags, Flows, Aggregation, Non-linearity, Diversity, Rule 
Sets, Building Blocks

– Murray Gell-Mann
• Experience, regularity, schema, feedback

• Swarming behaviors: “Building a Beehive,”  
“Look to the Ant,” etc.

• Nascent military operational concepts

Caveat: Metaphors are typically coarse scale representationsCaveat: Metaphors are typically coarse scale representations
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Complex ModelsComplex Models

• Agents and Rulesets
• Ultra-dimensional exploration
• Non-linear behaviors not only captured, 

but allowed to emerge
• Information can drive behavior explicitly

• Agents and Rulesets
• Ultra-dimensional exploration
• Non-linear behaviors not only captured, 

but allowed to emerge
• Information can drive behavior explicitly

Complex models are excellent concept development 
tools; we should have them in our toolbox

BUT: Determining causal connections is difficultBUT: Determining causal connections is difficult
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Agent Based Model
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• “Law of Downhill Experimentation 
and Uphill Analysis”
– Easy to build functions into an network
– Hard to analyze what emerging 

behaviors will result
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• Small World Networks
– Phase Transitions, Fault Tolerance and 

Growth
• NKJ Fitness Landscapes 

– RNA/DNA Neutral Networks
– N-person games

• Scaling Laws
– Zipf’s Law, Power Laws

• Algorithms
– Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing, etc.
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• First Challenge
– Measurement of “variables”

• What, where to measure 
• In complex systems we can often measure only 

outcomes, not the behavior itself

• Second Challenge
– Describing relationships that cause the outcome

• Regression, path analysis, factor analysis are useful only for 
simple systems; causality extraordinarily elusive in complex 
systems

• Variables have confusing “dual status” as outcomes of behavior 
and contexts of behavior (turns dependent 
variable/independent variable system on its head)

• First Challenge
– Measurement of “variables”

• What, where to measure 
• In complex systems we can often measure only 

outcomes, not the behavior itself

• Second Challenge
– Describing relationships that cause the outcome

• Regression, path analysis, factor analysis are useful only for 
simple systems; causality extraordinarily elusive in complex 
systems

• Variables have confusing “dual status” as outcomes of behavior 
and contexts of behavior (turns dependent 
variable/independent variable system on its head)

Evolving Co-adaptational Interactions are the culpritsEvolving Co-adaptational Interactions are the culprits
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Modeling ChallengesModeling Challenges

• Causal connections, 
linkages

• Determinism, predictable 
stochasticisty

• Linear aggregation, 
disintegration

• Linear recombination
• Prenumerable history and 

future
• Perception ≅ truth ≅

representations 
• “Regular” innovation
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SIMPLE
• Collateral causal connections
• Robust combinatorics w/ 

stochasticity
• Learning, adaptation
• Non-linear aggregation, 

disintegration
• Nonlinear recombination
• Exaptation, frozen accidents
• Perception v. truth v. 

representations 
• Imagination, “radical 

innovation,” emergence
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COMPLEX

Simple models have traditionally been extraordinarily difficult to understand by all 
but a minority of practitioners. Complex models are topics of active research.

Simple models have traditionally been extraordinarily difficult to understand by all 
but a minority of practitioners. Complex models are topics of active research.
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Answering the ChallengesAnswering the Challenges

• Build representative systems that we 
can examine in silico
– Agent based toy model of an adversary

• Bring in the in vivo experts
– Growing community of silico-vivo experts

• Invent the contextual mathematics
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We will be disadvantaged in Information Age Warfare
until we “break the genetic code” of complex military systems 

and invent methods of effecting their behavior

We will be disadvantaged in Information Age Warfare
until we “break the genetic code” of complex military systems 

and invent methods of effecting their behavior
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Complex CausalityComplex Causality

• Information Age Warfare systems are complex 
systems

• Complex Causality and Military Operations
– Even if desired effects (e.g., strategic goals) are 

provided, methods to achieve them may be illusive
• N.B.: Majority of “Effects Based” literature focuses on effects

– We will be susceptible to (frequently ballooning) 
unintended consequences

• Complex Causality and NCW/IAW MOEs
– We cannot be sure that our measures actually 

measure effectiveness, because we cannot trace 
improvements in inputs to improvements in 
outcomes.
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• Wagner (1997 )
– The notion of regularity does not hold for non-linear, complex systems
– The effect depends on the context

• Hohler and Gumerman (2000)
– New notion of causal regularity

• Regularity exists because of the behavioral and cognitive linkages between 
context and action at the level of the agents

– “Dual Status” of variables as outcomes of behavior and as contexts for 
behavior

• Barwise, Seligman (1997)
– Information flow is a result of regularities in distributed systems

• Pearl, et al (1998+)
– Structural Equation Models (SEM) and complex causes

• Crutchfield and Shalizi (1999)
– Computational Mechanics: initial results in prediction, pattern discovery, 

causality in complex systems
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Basic QuestionsBasic Questions

In support of distributed, networked forces:
• What are the defining characteristics of a 

distributed, networked system in the 
Information Age?

• What should a distributed, networked system 
be capable of?

• How should distributed, networked systems 
be developed to exploit their full potential?

In support of distributed, networked forces:
• What are the defining characteristics of a 

distributed, networked system in the 
Information Age?

• What should a distributed, networked system 
be capable of?

• How should distributed, networked systems 
be developed to exploit their full potential?

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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An Intellectual GapAn Intellectual Gap

“Defense community innovators have proposed 
concepts for using cutting-edge technologies to solve 

long standing military challenges.  These concepts 
assume great benefits from networking, however, the 
advantages of networking as well as the implications 

of engineering distributed systems have not been fully 
articulated.”

“Defense community innovators have proposed 
concepts for using cutting-edge technologies to solve 

long standing military challenges.  These concepts 
assume great benefits from networking, however, the 
advantages of networking as well as the implications 

of engineering distributed systems have not been fully 
articulated.”

How is the concept of a distributed, networked 
system best translated to the technical and 

experimentation communities?

How is the concept of a distributed, networked 
system best translated to the technical and 

experimentation communities?

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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• Basic Building Blocks
– Apply to any system

• Functions
– Pedigree from military combat modeling

• Defining Characteristics
– Most insightful ways to think about a DNS

• Design Goals
– What performance attributes comprise 

“Universal Goods” for DNS?
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• Defining Characteristics
– Most insightful ways to think about a DNS

• Design Goals
– What performance attributes comprise 

“Universal Goods” for DNS?

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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From the Bottom, Up

• Element
– A physical component that performs a certain 

function (includes humans and IT equipment)
• Connection

– Any interaction between elements or between 
elements and the external world (e.g.,  comm
links, weapon-target pairings, or logical 
relations).  May be via physical or non-
physical interactions.  

• Element
– A physical component that performs a certain 
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• Connection

– Any interaction between elements or between 
elements and the external world (e.g.,  comm
links, weapon-target pairings, or logical 
relations).  May be via physical or non-
physical interactions.  

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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• Sensing
• Transport
• Netting
• Information Fusion and Pattern 

Recognition
• Interpretation, Cognition and Decision
• Influence
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May be executed individually or collectively
at different levels within the DNS
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Most “Helpful” Ways to Think About a DNS

• Number of Elements and collective behavior
– As N increases, complex behavior increases

• But overhead increases if C2 centralized

– In RBN, N = 400-600 => tipping point
• Buttons and Strings

• Connection Topology
– A “real” DNS assumes a configuration based on 

resources available and tasks at hand
• Min Connected  ---- Others ---- Lattice ---- Others ---- Max Connected
• Preferential attachment, clustering, path formation, etc.
• Dual Nature of links
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• Connection Topology
– A “real” DNS assumes a configuration based on 

resources available and tasks at hand
• Min Connected  ---- Others ---- Lattice ---- Others ---- Max Connected
• Preferential attachment, clustering, path formation, etc.
• Dual Nature of links

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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• Connection Strength
– Defines rate and degree of response and adaptation

• Too strong = “synthetic epilepsy,” too weak = strong control signals

– Most DNS have a dynamic mix of strengths
• Usually as a result of local trade-offs

• Diversity
– Systems that best adapt to competitors and 

environment have diverse elements and connections. 
• Up to a point 

– Specialization and standardization (decrease in 
diversity) means adaptation is devalued; systems 
become more vulnerable to catastrophic failure in 
dynamic competition 
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• Scale 
– Scale is the extent to which the same system 

looks different when observed at different levels 
of resolution.  Very few dynamic, competing 
systems are “scale invariant”

– A distributed, networked system will be inefficient 
(or even completely ineffective) if it cannot 
observe, understand or influence behaviors at the 
scales in which they occur. 
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of the defining characteristics comprise the 

foundation for real performance improvements
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• Persistent Operational Advantage
– Adaptively maintaining advantage against a clever foe, 

even when facing surprising initiatives, dramatic 
innovations or changing rules. 

• Includes admitting disadvantage to regain persistent 
advantage later.   

• Competitive Collective Behavior
– Acting as purposeful collectives without prescribed, 

centralized control or synchronization.  
• An enemy’s ability to discern friendly intent will be 

dramatically reduced if the macroscopic system actions 
are not mapped directly or obviously to the actions of the 
discrete elements. 
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Design Goals
“Universal Goods”

Design Goals
“Universal Goods”

• Stable System Performance
– Dynamic competitive environments are extraordinarily complex and

unpredictable.  A distributed, networked force must have a 
fundamental precept of stability in the midst of turmoil. 

• Controllable stability akin to "physical agility" plus aspects of "balance."  
• Implies that limited losses should not impact macroscopic behavior. 

• Dynamic Adaptability
– Branch-and-sequel planning is inappropriate for dynamic 

environments but traditional long-term planning functions will still be 
required.

• Simultaneously allocation, assessment and planning at different time 
scales and in multiple dimensions.

• Ability of forces to self-synchronize is imperative
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environments but traditional long-term planning functions will still be 
required.
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scales and in multiple dimensions.

• Ability of forces to self-synchronize is imperative

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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– Example: Metcalf’s Law 

• Pro: Square Law Effect
• Con: Decreasing Returns (Factorial Overhead)
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• Pro: Factorial Effects
• Con: Requires Decentralized C2
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– Example: Metcalf’s Law 

• Pro: Square Law Effect
• Con: Decreasing Returns (Factorial Overhead)

• Indirect Connections
– Example: N! 

• Pro: Factorial Effects
• Con: Requires Decentralized C2

Primary source of advantage in DNS is the benefit derived by exploiting 
indirect effects in multi-dimensional competition

Primary source of advantage in DNS is the benefit derived by exploiting 
indirect effects in multi-dimensional competition

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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Networked Forces

• Networking AND Distributing
– Example: CEC

• Pro: Factorial Effects
• Con: Requires Decentralized C2 (!)

• Networking AND Distributing Military Forces
– Pro: Advantage can emerge from a broad pool of inputs and 

manifest in a multitude of ways, each obscure to an 
opponent until advantage is ready to be applied. 

– Con:  Requires dramatic cultural change

• Networking AND Distributing
– Example: CEC

• Pro: Factorial Effects
• Con: Requires Decentralized C2 (!)

• Networking AND Distributing Military Forces
– Pro: Advantage can emerge from a broad pool of inputs and 

manifest in a multitude of ways, each obscure to an 
opponent until advantage is ready to be applied. 

– Con:  Requires dramatic cultural change

Primary source of advantage in DNF arises from factorial effects
distributed in many dimensions and summoned for use in a 

manner dictated by evolving conditions

Primary source of advantage in DNF arises from factorial effects
distributed in many dimensions and summoned for use in a 

manner dictated by evolving conditions
From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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• Recombination
– Ability to aggregate, distribute or interchange physical, 

informational or logical parts
• Dispersion

– Avoiding spatial, informational or logical massification
• Mobility

– Sufficient speed for rapid relocation/reconfiguration
• Stealth

– Physically smaller elements with reduced signatures
• Proximity

– Ability to get up close and survive
• Flexibility

– Fluid system substructures, broad interoperability
• Persistence

– Ability to operate without disruption by cyclic logistics
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Explicit value of Design Principles is context dependent.
Therefore, iterative development (including experimentation) is critical.

Explicit value of Design Principles is context dependent.
Therefore, iterative development (including experimentation) is critical.

From Cares, Christian and Manke, 2002
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• Physical parts of the system are over-represented in the 
Design Principles
– Informational and logical aspects not at same level of specificity 

as physical elements and tangible connections.  
– Principles on the surface appear to concentrate on individual 

rather than collective attributes.  

• Largely because sensibilities for designing intangible 
behaviors in distributed, networked forces are immature.  
– The practice of engineering distributed, networked forces has not 

preceded the need to engineer such forces.  
– We must develop the engineering and system engineering 

competencies for distributed forces at the same time that we learn 
how to engineer the actual forces.
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• Evolve the field of DNS Engineering
– A new Engineering Discipline?
– Interact with non-traditional fields:  social sciences, mathematical 

biology, …
– Codify processes, practices, principles and standards

• Evaluate in a warfighting context
– Co-evolve with the end user
– “Physical Abstracts”

• Experiment, Experiment, Experiment
– Since end benefit is derived from system interactions and a priori

design process is not feasible
– Venues:  Workshops, war games, simulation, real world
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The things that surprise you 
are good indicators of how 

innovative you are

The things that surprise you 
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Paradoxically, good innovators are surprised 

all the time, but their surprises tend to be 
surprises of discovery.  Poor innovators are 
surprised less often; their surprises tend to 

be surprises of catastrophe
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Amateurs discuss technology, 
professionals discuss process
Amateurs discuss technology, 
professionals discuss process

The ongoing competition between 
Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble is about 
innovation of the book distribution process

The ongoing competition between 
Amazon.com and Barnes and Noble is about 
innovation of the book distribution process

From Nashville and the railroad to 
bn.com and MicroSoft

From Nashville and the railroad to 
bn.com and MicroSoft
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Information Technology has about as much to 
do with Information Age processes as the 
internal combustion engine has to do with 

Industrial Age processes

Information Technology has about as much to 
do with Information Age processes as the 
internal combustion engine has to do with 

Industrial Age processes

A healthy way to put IT in perspective is to think of 
computers, networking and communications as a kind of 

engine for your Information Age process.

A healthy way to put IT in perspective is to think of 
computers, networking and communications as a kind of 

engine for your Information Age process.

See PGR #2See PGR #2
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“Innovations” that do not improve your 
process by more than 3- to 10-fold are 

mere improvements and not likely worth 
upsetting the status quo to implement

“Innovations” that do not improve your 
process by more than 3- to 10-fold are 

mere improvements and not likely worth 
upsetting the status quo to implement

Q:  What if the devil is in the details?
A:  If you have properly modeled your process, then your 

devil will not be relegated to the details.

Q:  What if the devil is in the details?
A:  If you have properly modeled your process, then your 

devil will not be relegated to the details.

“Hemibel Thinking”: a fundamental principle of Operations Research“Hemibel Thinking”: a fundamental principle of Operations Research
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A characteristic of Industrial Age processes is 
that information and decision making are 

captives of the physical structure

A characteristic of Industrial Age processes is 
that information and decision making are 

captives of the physical structure

Prime Example: Shipboard OrganizationPrime Example: Shipboard Organization

A good indicator of whether or not an innovation is 
“Information Age” is the extent to which it frees the 

information and decision making yet still supports the 
fundamental physical processes.

A good indicator of whether or not an innovation is 
“Information Age” is the extent to which it frees the 

information and decision making yet still supports the 
fundamental physical processes.
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Information-rich processes are 
characterized by and sustained with 

diversity.  When diversity is lost, 
processes typically fail
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The information content implicit in the interactions 
produce system behaviors.  Diversity is (technically) 

information-rich and leads to robust, adaptive systems; 
singularity is information-poor and leads to brittle, 

failure-prone systems.
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The Laws of Physics still hold.  
Particularly for information.

The Laws of Physics still hold.  
Particularly for information.

Scientists are linking statistical mechanics, Information 
Theory and Thermodynamics in ways that explain (and 

potentially exploit) the “Physics of Information”

Scientists are linking statistical mechanics, Information 
Theory and Thermodynamics in ways that explain (and 

potentially exploit) the “Physics of Information”

Innovations that purport to replace a physical process “for free”
violate the Laws of Physics.  Work still happens.

Innovations that purport to replace a physical process “for free”
violate the Laws of Physics.  Work still happens.
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All the information about a system is 
contained in that system.  Extracting and 
acting on the information, however, is the 
most difficult task facing decision makers

All the information about a system is 
contained in that system.  Extracting and 
acting on the information, however, is the 
most difficult task facing decision makers

No information is “created” by the arrival of our sensors.  
Extracting information out of a system and deriving contextual 
meaning takes roughly as much effort as the system expended 

to create its present state

No information is “created” by the arrival of our sensors.  
Extracting information out of a system and deriving contextual 
meaning takes roughly as much effort as the system expended 

to create its present state

There is no such thing as a free lunchThere is no such thing as a free lunch
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The most trivial type of information in 
an information-rich process is the 
location of the physical elements.

The most trivial type of information in 
an information-rich process is the 
location of the physical elements.

Physical constitution contributes the least toward understanding of 
behavioral dynamics.  Informational and cognitive constitution 

contribute the most toward such understanding.

Physical constitution contributes the least toward understanding of 
behavioral dynamics.  Informational and cognitive constitution 

contribute the most toward such understanding.

Analogy:  All the elements of the human genome are known.  The genome 
itself is a code.  After the geneticists “break the code” on the human 

genome, they’ll still need to “break more code” on how it behaves.   And then 
they’ll have to invent methods of changing code to improve health care.

Analogy:  All the elements of the human genome are known.  The genome 
itself is a code.  After the geneticists “break the code” on the human 

genome, they’ll still need to “break more code” on how it behaves.   And then 
they’ll have to invent methods of changing code to improve health care.
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A brute-force solution wastes money 
or effort (or both) while remaining 
inferior to more clever solutions.
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inferior to more clever solutions.

More clever solutions have more information content.
To be as effective as an information-rich process, brute force

solutions must make up for lack of information with sheer effort

More clever solutions have more information content.
To be as effective as an information-rich process, brute force

solutions must make up for lack of information with sheer effort

The only simple way to apply effects to complex 
systems is by brute force (for example, obliteration of 

complex behavior by annihilation)

The only simple way to apply effects to complex 
systems is by brute force (for example, obliteration of 

complex behavior by annihilation)
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Prediction and causality have useful meanings 
in Industrial Age processes but are 

problematic for information-rich processes.

Prediction and causality have useful meanings 
in Industrial Age processes but are 

problematic for information-rich processes.

There are no tools for determining complex causality in or 
making long-term forecasts for complex systems.  Brute 
Force approaches exist and fundamental research has 

recently started (including genomics research)

There are no tools for determining complex causality in or 
making long-term forecasts for complex systems.  Brute 
Force approaches exist and fundamental research has 

recently started (including genomics research)

EBO, NCW and IAW concepts are built on a
base of sand … Hopefully, this condition is temporary

EBO, NCW and IAW concepts are built on a
base of sand … Hopefully, this condition is temporary
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If you want a new idea, 
read an old book.

If you want a new idea, 
read an old book.

Many of the new ideas that are emerging from “new” 
science research trace their inception to classic science.  
In most cases, the classic science was not wrong, it was 

merely incomplete.  Typically, new tools (like agent 
based models, greater computational power and new 

mathematical results) offer new paths from old 
destinations.  Also important are Multi-disciplinary efforts

Many of the new ideas that are emerging from “new” 
science research trace their inception to classic science.  
In most cases, the classic science was not wrong, it was 

merely incomplete.  Typically, new tools (like agent 
based models, greater computational power and new 

mathematical results) offer new paths from old 
destinations.  Also important are Multi-disciplinary efforts

My Old Book #1: Morse & Kimball  Methods of Operations ResearchMy Old Book #1: Morse & Kimball  Methods of Operations Research
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